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Abstract—This paper describes a flexible and soft tactile
sensor that measures the tri-axis force based on inductance
measurement. The proposed sensor has four spiral inductors
printed on a flexible circuit board and a mounted cylindrical
elastomer (silicon rubber). A disk-shaped magnetorheological
elastomer (ferromagnetic marker) is embedded in the cylindrical
elastomer and its three-dimensional displacement is estimated
by monitoring the inductance changes of the four inductors.
In this study, we investigated the relationship between the
applied tri-axis force and inductance changes. Our results can
be summarized as follows: (1) the inductance changes of the
four inductors were monotonic and linear against the applied
normal and shear force; (2) the applied tri-axis force could be
estimated well with linear functions of the sum and difference
of the measured inductances; (3) the estimation error of the triaxis force increased when a larger force was applied and/or faster
contact speeds were used.
Index Terms—Force and Tactile Sensing, Tactile Sensor, Flexible Sensor, Magnetorheological Elastomer, Inductance Measurement.
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Fig. 1. Appearance of the proposed tri-axis tactile sensor. The sensor consists
of four spiral inductors printed on a flexible printed circuit board (FPCB) and
a disk-shaped magnetorheological elastomer (MRE; ferromagnetic marker)
embedded in a cylindrical elastomer made of a silicon rubber. The inductances
of the inductors are determined by the positional relationship between the
ferromagnetic marker and each inductor because the marker contains iron
particles with a high magnetic permeability. Therefore, the sensor can estimate
applied tri-axis forces by monitoring the inductance changes caused by threedimensional (3D) displacements of the marker.

I. I NTRODUCTION

F

LEXIBLE and soft tactile sensors play important roles
in robotic systems interacting with unknown objects. A
number of studies have proposed various types of tactile
sensors (see reviews [1], [2], [3]) using elastic materials as
their surface coverings. This is because flexible and soft sensor
surfaces can fit the complex surfaces of objects safely both for
the objects and the robot itself. In contrast, sensors containing
soft materials suffer from several technical issues related to
deteriorations in the fundamental properties of tactile sensors
such as durability, sensitivity, and mechanical simplicity.
As one solution for these issues, we previously proposed
and developed a flexible tactile sensor in which a sheetshaped magnetorheological elastomer (MRE), which is a ferromagnetic silicon rubber, is laminated on a sheet-shaped
silicon rubber covering a flexible circuit board with a spiral
inductor [4]. Because the MRE contains iron particles with
a high magnetic permeability, the distance between the MRE
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and inductor determines its inductance. Thus, the inductance
increases/decreases in accordance with the descent/ascent of
the MRE around the inductor, respectively. In the previous
study, we demonstrated that the sensor could measure applied
normal forces by monitoring the inductance of the inductor.
The advantages of this sensor can be summarized as follows:
1) high durability–it has a durable structure against shocks
and heavy loads because the flexible and soft surface where
the contact force is applied contains no fragile electric transducers or wirings; 2) high sensitivity–it is sensitive to small
forces because it directly captures surface deformations of the
outermost soft MRE layer; 3) simple structure–its structure
is simple and damaged surfaces are therefore easy to replace
because the surface elastomer sheets are placed on the circuit
board without any wire connections.
One of the biggest remaining issues is that the sensor cannot
measure the tri-axis force, because of its structure. In this
study, we improve the tactile sensor so that it can measure the
tri-axis force without deteriorating the above advantages of the
sensor. As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed tri-axis tactile sensor
consists of four inductors, a disk-shaped MRE (hereafter called
ferromagnetic marker or marker), and a cylindrical elastomer
made of a silicon rubber. In this structure, applied normal and
shear forces cause a vertical and horizontal displacement in the
ferromagnetic marker, respectively. As a result, the inductances
of the four inductors indicate the three-dimensional (3D)
position of the ferromagnetic marker. It is expected that: 1) the
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summation value of all inductances indicates the magnitude of
an applied normal force because the vertical distances between
the marker and every inductor decrease simultaneously; 2) the
difference of the four inductance values indicates the direction
and magnitude of an applied shear force because the horizontal
distances between the marker and every inductor decreases
or increases depending on the positions of the inductors. In
contrast, the ferromagnetic marker itself is deformed by the
contact force because the marker is made with a highly flexible
and soft silicon rubber. Such deformation of the ferromagnetic marker might affect the expected inductance changes
mentioned above. In addition, the non-linear rubber elasticity
might cause a nonlinear change in inductance. Therefore, the
relationship between the applied tri-axis force and inductance
should be investigated to enable the measurement of the triaxis force.
In order to investigate this relationship, we measured the
sensor responses by using the developed sensor. The results
can be summarized as follows: 1) the inductance changes
of the four inductors were monotonic and linear against an
applied normal and shear force; 2) the applied tri-axis force
could be estimated well with linear functions of the sum and
difference of the measured inductances; 3) the estimation error
of the tri-axis force increased against a larger force or faster
contact speeds.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section
II reviews and discusses the issues of conventional soft tri-axis
tactile sensors. Section III introduces the developed tri-axis
tactile sensor and its sensing mechanism. Section IV describes
the experimental methods and results, which are then discussed
in Sec. V. Finally, the conclusions and future research are
presented in Section VI.
II. S TATE - OF - THE -A RT TACTILE S ENSORS
This section summarizes conventional, tri-axis tactile sensors covered with thick and soft coverings and their issues
to be addressed. Several review papers have also introduced
state-of-the-art tactile sensors [1], [2], [3]. Here, we categorize
existing soft tri-axis tactile sensors into four types according
to their sensing mechanisms and structures, as shown in Fig.
2.
Figure 2 (a) shows an illustration of the first sensor type,
which is a tri-axis tactile sensor using micro-cantilevers embedded in an elastic material as a strain transducer (Fig. 2(a))
[5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10]. Applied tri-axis forces deform the
elastic material and the cantilevers inside the elastic material.
The cantilevers mount in several orientations in order to detect
the 3D deformation of the elastic material. In this structure,
the tri-axis force can be estimated based on a combination of
outputs from the cantilevers. One of the issues of this kind of
sensor is that the transducers and their electrical wiring inside
the elastic material deteriorate its durability, i.e., a large shock
to the sensor may damage these elements.
Several papers have proposed magnetic tri-axis tactile sensors [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16] in which a surface
elastic material containing a permanent magnet is placed on a
magnetic transducer (Fig. 2(b)). The sensor can measure the
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Fig. 2. Conventional flexible tri-axis tactile sensor covered with thick and soft
coverings: (a) cantilevers, which function as a strain transducer, embedded
in the flexible covering and directly detecting the tri-axis force applied to
the covering; (b) magnetic transducers detecting the 3D displacement of
a magnet embedded in the flexible covering; (c) optical camera capturing
the 3D displacements of optical markers embedded in the flexible covering;
(d) inductors detecting the displacement of a non-stretchable conductive
aluminum film based on the eddy-current effect.

tri-axis force by monitoring the magnetic field change caused
by the 3D displacement of the magnet. One of the advantages
of this sensor is its high durability because the elastic material
where contact force is applied contains no fragile electric
transducers or wirings. In contrast, the solid magnets inside
the soft surface deteriorates the softness of the surface.
Optical tri-axis tactile sensors [17], [18], [19], [20], [21],
[22] can also feasibly realize high durability because their
elastic coverings also contain no transducers or wiring. They
measure applied contact forces by monitoring the 3D displacement of color markers embedded in the elastic material
based on the visual information from a camera (Fig. 2(c)). The
advantage of optical tactile sensors is that the sensor can obtain
force distribution information on a wide sensor surface with a
high spatial resolution. The drawback is that the optical system
in the sensor leads to a difficulty of miniaturization because
the system requires an optical lens.
Recently, a tri-axis tactile sensor based on inductance measurements was proposed [23] (Fig. 2(d)). This sensor had a
similar configuration to our proposed sensor; however, their
sensor employed a different sensing mechanism, namely, the
eddy-current effect, and their sensor thus used a conductive
aluminum film instead of the ferromagnetic marker used in
our sensor. Although the sensor can estimate the applied
tri-axis force by monitoring the four inductances changes
caused by the 3D displacement of the film, the nonstretchable
film deteriorates the softness and the stretchability of its top
coverings.
In conclusion, conventional flexible tri-axis tactile sensors
with thick elastic coverings suffer from technical issues such
as fracturing of the sensing elements by a large contact force,
implementation of a solid into the elastic cover, difficulty in
miniaturization, deterioration of softness, and stretchability of
its cover. The sensor we proposed can address these issues.
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Fig. 3. Schematic and design parameters of the developed tri-axis tactile
sensor: (a) Design parameters for an inductor printed on the FPCB; (b)
arrangement of inductors and ferromagnetic marker in x-y plane; (c) arrangement of inductors and ferromagnetic marker in x-z plane.

III. P ROPOSED T RI - AXIS TACTILE S ENSOR
This section provides details of the developed sensor and
its sensing mechanism.
A. Developed sensor
We developed a four-inductor array to measure displacements of the ferromagnetic marker. As shown in Fig. 3(a),
each inductor is printed on a flexible printed circuit board
(FPCB) as a thin two-layer spiral inductor. In this study, we
employed an FPCB manufacturing service (P-ban.com Corp.,
Japan). The FPCB is 30-mm wide, 30-mm long (except for
the connecter part), and 12.5-µm thick. Each inductor has a
diameter of 10 mm, and the number of turns is set to 16 in
each layer. The trace width and spacing between the traces are
both 100 µm. The thickness of the trace is set to 35 µm. In

Fig. 4. Fabrication processes: (a) a ferromagnetic marker; (b) a cylindrical
elastomer containing the ferromagnetic marker.

this study, we employed an inductance-to-digital converter that
measures the inductances by detecting the resonant frequency
on an LC parallel resonance circuit. Hence, a ceramic capacitor
with a capacitance of 330 pF was connected in parallel with
each inductor.
The design parameters of an inductor, such as the width
and thickness of a trace, and the spacing between the traces,
were determined to achieve a high Q factor in the LC parallel
resonance circuit (please refer to [24] for more information).
The trace width and spacing between traces should be narrow
because the number of turns can be increased to achieve a high
sensitivity. Therefore, we determined the width and spacing
as 100 µm, which is the minimum value acceptable for the
manufacturing service. In contrast, the thickness of the traces
should be thick as much as possible because the parasitic
resistance of the inductor should be reduced to achieve a higher
Q factor. Therefore, we determined the thickness as 35 µm,
which is the maximum value acceptable for the manufacturing
service. As a reference, the Q factor in this study was 28.3 at
a resonance frequency of 3.22 MHz, which was calculated by
an inductor design tool [24].
Four inductors are arranged at equal intervals of 15 mm
in the x- and y-directions, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). Figure
3(c) shows an illustration of the sensor configuration for the
experiments in this study. A plastic holder supports both the
cylindrical elastomer containing the ferromagnetic marker and
the FPCB containing the inductors. The bottom surface of the
marker is raised by 8 mm from the FPCB top surface. The
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diameter and thickness of the ferromagnetic marker are set to
15 and 3 mm, respectively, while the diameter and thickness of
the cylindrical elastomer are 30 and 10 mm, respectively. The
ferromagnetic marker and cylindrical elastomer are composed
of a platinum-cured silicone rubber (Ecoflex 00-30, SmoothOn, Inc., USA). To construct the ferromagnetic marker, iron
particles with a diameter of 50 µm were mixed with the
platinum-cured silicon rubber at a volume ratio of 40% before
curing, and was poured into a disk-shaped female mold until
cured (Fig. 4 (a)). Subsequently, the ferromagnetic marker was
placed at the bottom of another female mold, and the platinumcured silicon rubber was poured into the mold until cured (Fig.
4 (b)).
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B. Sensing mechanism
The aggregation of iron particles are supported elastically
on the inductors in the proposed sensor. Because the ferromagnetic marker containing iron particles function as a magnetic
core for the inductors, the positional relationship between the
marker and inductor determines its inductance (see also [4]).
As shown in Figs. 1 and 3, the ferromagnetic marker is placed
in the center of the four-inductor array where the marker is
slightly raised from the array surface. Because the tri-axis
force applied to the sensor surface causes a 3D displacement
of the marker above the inductors, their inductances change
in accordance with the distance between the marker and each
inductor. In this structure, vertical displacements of the marker
along the z-axis induced by the normal force Fz will increase
the inductances of all the inductors. In contrast, horizontal
displacements of the marker along the x- or y-axes induced by
shear forces Fx or Fy will increase/decrease the inductances
of the inductors where the marker approaches/departs.
We assume that the applied force can be approximated
by calculating the summation and difference of the four
inductances as follows:
Lx = (L1 + L4 ) − (L2 + L3 )
Ly = (L1 + L2 ) − (L3 + L4 )

(1)

Lz = L1 + L2 + L3 + L4
where Li is the measured inductance of the i-th inductor. Lx
and Ly are the differences in inductances along the x- or yaxes, while Lz is the summation of all inductances. The triaxis forces Fx , Fy , and Fz are considered to be estimated from
these converted inductances Lx , Ly , and Lz , respectively, by
determining the relationship between these values.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
The sensor response versus applied tri-axis force was measured with the experimental setup illustrated in Fig. 5. The
developed sensor is attached to a tri-axis robot stage (TTAC3-WA-30-25-10, IAI Corp., Japan) holding a force–torque
sensor (F/T sensor; Mini 2/10-A, BL Autotech Ltd., Japan).
As a contact target, a flat surface plastic indenter is attached
to the tip of the F/T sensor. A personal computer (PC)
captures the outputs of the F/T sensor via a 16-bit analog-todigital converter (AI-1664LAX-USB, CONTEC Corp., Japan).
A 28-bit inductance-to-digital converter (LDC1614EVM [24],

Fig. 5. Experimental setup for investigating the sensor responses. The
proposed sensor is mounted on a three-axis robot stage holding a force–torque
sensor (F/T sensor). Contact force is applied to the sensor using a plastic flat
object attached to the tip of the F/T sensor. An inductance-to-digital converter
measures the inductances and sends them to a personal computer (PC), while
an analog-to-digital converter captures the output of the F/T sensor and sends
it to the PC.

Texas Instruments Corp., USA) captures the inductances of the
sensor and sends their values to the PC via an Arduino board
(Arduino Uno, Italy). In this experiment, the inductances of
four inductors were measured one-by-one by switching the
inductor activated with 200 µA. The sampling period of both
outputs of the F/T sensor and converted inductances was set
to 20 ms.
Before the experiments, we measured the initial inductances
of the four inductors, i.e., inductances under no load; the
inductances were as follows: L1 = 8.2053, L2 = 8.2588, L3
= 8.1966, and L4 = 8.2516 µH.
A. Sensor calibrations
We investigated the sensor responses versus the applied
tri-axis force to determine the relationships between the triaxis force and the converted inductances calculated using Eq.
1. First, the normal force Fz was applied to the sensor by
lowering the indenter at a speed of 0.1 mm/s until the surface
of the sensor descended to a depth of 2.5 mm. Figure 6
shows the changes in the converted inductance Lz versus the
applied normal force Fz . The measured shear forces Fx and
Fy and converted inductances Lx and Ly are also depicted
for reference because Fx and Fy were lightly applied to the
sensor surface even when the application of Fz was intended.
The solid line and shaded gray regions indicate the mean
value and twice the standard deviation (2σ) of each inductance
value across 10 trials, respectively. The dotted line indicates
the mean value of the measured shear forces Fx and Fy
across 10 trials. The result demonstrates that the value of Lz
monotonically and linearly increases with the applied normal
force Fz , while the values of Lx and Ly do not significantly
increase with Fz . Therefore, the applied normal force Fz can

Fx = ax Lx + bx
Fy = ay Ly + by
Fz = az Lz + bz

(2)

where ai and bi are constant values. A least-squares method
was applied to obtain these constant values; these values were
estimated as follows by using the results presented in Figs. 6
and 7: ax = 1.239 × 103 , bx = −0.05104, ay = 1.192 × 103 , by
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be estimated by employing a linear function of Lz , i.e., the
summation of the four inductances.
Next, the shear forces Fx and Fy were applied to the sensor
with the following procedure: (1) apply a vertical deformation
of 1 mm before applying a shear force; (2) horizontally move
indenter ±6 mm from the origin along x- or y-axes. Figure
7(a) shows the converted inductance Lx versus the applied
shear force Fx , while (b) shows the converted inductance
Ly versus the applied shear force Fy . In these plots, the
other measured axis force and converted inductances are also
depicted for reference. The solid line and shaded regions
indicate the mean value and twice the standard deviation (2σ)
of each inductance across 10 trials, respectively. The dotted
line indicates the mean value of the other measured axis force
across 10 trials. These results indicate that the values of Lx and
Ly also monotonically and linearly increase with the applied
shear force Fx and Fy . Therefore, the applied shear forces Fx
and Fy can also be estimated by employing a linear function
of Lx and Ly , i.e., the difference of the four inductances (Eq.
1).
From these results, the tri-axis force applied to the proposed sensor can be estimated based on the three converted
inductance values of Lx , Ly , and Lz because these values
monotonically, linearly, and almost independently increase in
accordance with the applied shear forces Fx and Fy , and
normal force Fz , respectively. Thus, the tri-axis force can be
simply estimated from these inductance values as follows:
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Fig. 6. Converted inductances Lx , Ly , and Lz versus the applied normal
force Fz across 10 trials. The solid and dotted lines indicate the mean value
of the converted inductance and applied shear force, respectively. The shaded
region indicates twice the standard deviation (2σ) of each inductance. The
inductance value Lz increases with the applied normal force, while Lx and
Ly do not significantly increase.
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Fig. 7. Converted inductances versus the applied shear force (a) Fx and (b)
Fy across 10 trials. The solid and dotted lines indicate the mean values of the
converted inductance and applied shear and normal force, respectively. The
shaded region indicates twice the standard deviation (2σ) of the inductance.
Both plots demonstrate that the converted inductance value Lx and Ly
increase in accordance with the applied shear force Fx and Fy , respectively,
while Lz does not significantly increase.

= −0.4377, az = 3.889 × 103 , and bz = −0.4855. In addition,
the fitting errors R were Rx = 0.9961, Ry = 0.9900, Rz =
0.9989.
To evaluate the measurement noise, we calculated the maximum variance of Lx , Ly , and Lz when applying Fx , Fy , and
Fz , respectively; these values were 3.445×10−9 , 1.237×10−8 ,
and 1.427 × 10−8 µH2 for Lx , Ly , and Lz , respectively. From
Fig. 7, the small 2σ regions of Lx and Ly compared to their
range of inductance change demonstrate a high repeatability
of those inductances across 10 trials. In contrast, the 2σ region
of Lz shown in Fig. 6 is larger compared with that of Lx and
Ly . In addition, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was evaluated
using the following equation: 20log10(AS /AN ) where AS is
the maximum peak-to-peak inductance change from the initial
inductance and AN is the maximum peak-to-peak inductance
change under no load. The SNRs of Lx , Ly , and Lz were
40.77, 42.53, and 34.19 dB, respectively. To evaluate the
sensitivity of the sensor, we calculated the minimum detectable
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force S for three orthogonal directions; these values can be
calculated using the results in Figs. 6 and 7, as well as the
obtained noise levels: Sx = 94.4 mN, Sy = 173 mN, and Sz
= 444 mN.
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V. D ISCUSSIONS
This section first summarizes the sensor response curves
describing the relationship between the inductance changes
and the applied tri-axis force. Then, we discuss the estimation
results of the applied tri-axis force based on the assumed
linear function. Finally, we summarize the advantages of the
proposed sensor.
A. Sensor calibration and tri-axis force sensing
The experimental results indicate that the proposed tri-axis
tactile sensor can measure the three-axis force by monitoring
the changes in the inductances from the four inductors. In
this study, we define three converted inductance values Lx ,
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We next evaluated the estimated tri-axis force based on the
obtained relationship between the applied force and inductance
change, as described in Section IV-A. The tri-axis forces
were simultaneously applied to the sensor with the following
procedure: (1) apply a vertical deformation of 0.5 mm with
a contact speed of 20 mm/s; (2) horizontally move indenter
to the position (x, y) = (3, −3) with a contact speed of 1
mm/s; (3) move indenter to the position (x, y) = (−3, 3) with a
contact speed of 20 mm/s; (4) apply additional 0.5-mm vertical
deformation with a contact speed of 20 mm/s. Then, repeat 2)
to 4) until the applied vertical deformation reaches 2 mm.
Figure 8 represents the relationship between the estimated
force and applied tri-axis force versus time. The solid gray line
indicates the applied tri-axis force F measured with the F/T
sensor, while the solid black line indicates the estimated triaxis force Fest based on the measured inductances. In addition,
the dotted red line represents the estimation error, i.e. F −Fest ,
for reference. The result demonstrates a good agreement
between the estimated tri-axis force and the applied tri-axis
force. However, the estimation error increases under a large
applied normal force. In addition, the estimation error is large
during the fast contact condition, i.e., during the procedure
of (3) described above. To evaluate the estimation error, we
calculated the root mean squared errors (RMSE) between the
estimated and measured tri-axis forces. We measured the triaxis force 10 times with the same procedure described above,
and obtained the average and variance of the RMSEs, as
summarized in table I.

25
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B. Tri-axis force sensing
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Fig. 8. Comparison between measured and estimated tri-axis force applied
to the proposed sensor: (a) applied normal force Fz versus time; (b), (c)
applied shear force Fx and Fy versus time, respectively. The solid gray line
indicates the measured tri-axis force with the F/T sensor (i.e., reference force),
while the solid black line indicates the estimated tri-axis force based on the
measured inductance values. The dotted red line indicates the estimation error,
i.e., difference of the measured and estimated force, for reference.

Ly , and Lz as the simple summation or difference of the
four inductances (Eq. 1), and we found that the relationship
between these values and the applied tri-axis force can be
given with a simple linear function (Eq. 2), although the sensor
consists of a highly soft rubber.
The result in Section IV-B demonstrates that the sensor can
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estimate the tri-axis force based on the inductance values by
using the obtained linear functions described in Eq. 2. We
found that the estimation errors increased with the applied
normal force. One potential reason for this estimation error
could be the deformation of the ferromagnetic marker itself.
The marker could deform when a large contact force was
applied because the marker itself is composed of a highly soft
and flexible silicon rubber. This deformation of the marker will
become large under a large applied contact force and cause the
estimation error. Therefore, the proposed sensor works well
under a contact force that causes little to no deformations of
the marker. In this study, the ferromagnetic marker deformed
because we employed the same soft silicon rubber with the
cylindrical elastomer to construct the ferromagnetic marker.
Employing a ferromagnetic marker composed of a hard-type
rubber could reduce the deformation of the marker; however,
employing such a hard-type rubber deteriorates the softness
of the surface rubber. Therefore, one of the issues is that the
deformation of the ferromagnetic marker should be reduced
without employing the hard-type rubber.
The result also indicates that the estimation error was large
during the fast contact condition, e.g., the force curves at about
5, 15, and 25 s in Fig. 8. We also found that the estimated force
had a time-delay compared to the measured force during the
fast contact condition. This time-delay appears to be caused by
the viscosity of the employed rubbers because the deformation
of the rubbers requires a few transient times because of its
viscosity. Therefore, the output of the proposed sensor has
a short time delay to the actual applied force. One of the
solutions to this issue is the use of another low-viscosity elastic
material instead of the silicon rubber holding the ferromagnetic
marker, e.g., a soft sponge, as we employed in our previous
study [25].
B. Advantages of the proposed sensor
The structure of the proposed sensor is quite simple: an
elastic material holding a rubber with iron particles is simply
placed on four spiral inductors. In the proposed sensing mechanism, a trace on an FPCB itself, i.e., an inductor, becomes
a tactile transducer. The proposed sensor can be mounted on
a complicated surface because the sensor only consists of a
soft and stretchable surface rubber and a bendable FPCB. In
this study, we employed a printed circular spiral inductor as
the sensing inductor for the following reasons: first, printed
circular spiral inductors enable us to fabricate thin FPCB easier
compared to other inductors, e.g. rectangular, triangular spiral
coils or wound up coils; second, the spatial response properties
of printed circular spiral inductors have been investigated
in our previous study [4]. Although the sensing mechanism
allows us to employ other inductor shapes, the sensitivity and
accuracy of tri-axis force measurements would depend on the
inductors type. One of the future issues is to investigate how
inductor shape affects its sensor response.
The greatest advantage of the sensor is that the sensor
surface is composed of only a soft and stretchable rubber, and
this surface rubber can be placed to the outside of the frame
containing its measurement circuit inside (as we placed the
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rubber on the plastic holder holding the FPCB). This separation between the rubber and the FPCB with the corresponding
measurement circuits leads to a number of advantages: 1)
the fragile elements such as the printed circuits and ceramic
capacitors are protected from the contact force to reach. Thus,
the proposed sensor has high durability against large contact
forces; 2) it is easy to replace its surface when the surface
is damaged; 3) the sensor can be used in water, which has
an equivalent magnetic permeability as air, because the sensor
structure can be waterproof by placing the sensing elements
inside a waterproof holder. We are certain these advantages
will facilitate a number of applications of the proposed sensor.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this article, we proposed a flexible tri-axis tactile sensor
using four spiral inductors and a ferromagnetic marker embedded in a cylindrical elastomer made of a silicon rubber. In this
study, we measured the sensor responses using the developed
sensor in order to investigate the relationship between the
applied tri-axis force and inductance changes. The experiments
demonstrated that the proposed sensor can simply estimate
the applied tri-axis force based on simple linear functions
of three converted inductance values, i.e., the summation and
difference of four inductances. In contrast, we also found that
a large applied force can cause a large estimation error because
the soft ferromagnetic marker itself can be deformed with
respect to the applied force.
In this study, we mounted an FPCB and rubbers on a
flat plastic holder. As one of future works, the proposed
sensor could be mounted to an arbitrary surface shape on a
complex-shaped surface, e.g., a curved surface, and the effect
to its response property upon deformation of the FPCB and
rubbers could be investigated. An additional step is to mount
the proposed sensor on the tip of a robot hand or body of
a robot for further testing. We are certain that the simplestructured proposed sensor of high durability will accelerate
the utilization of tactile sensors in robots. One of the issues
for future discussions is the extent to which external magnetic
sources such as electric motors and movable metallic parts of
the robot itself can deteriorate the sensor performance.
The advantage of our sensor for miniaturization is that only
the printed inductor circuits and ferromagnetic particles are
required in the sensing areas. This simple structure potentially
enables us to fabricate a sensor with a smaller taxel size and
thinner thickness than the ones fabricated in this study. This
miniaturization is one of our future issues.
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